
We will explore…

The Gate Keeper of Pluto 
& SN Story

The Decent of Inanna and 
Facing Ego & Moon

Your Law of Attraction & 
Your Dharma

Breaking the Cycles of 
Mind & Saturn

Sacred Ritual Items to Use 
for Your Journey

Journey Through Your Blueprint 
Course TWO – Class Two



What is Our Pluto Story 

Pluto Sign
Pluto House
Pluto Gene Key/Gate
Pluto HD Center
Relationship to any other planets. 

Adding our South Node personality in Past Lives

SN Sign 
SN House
SN Gene Key/Gate
SN HD Center

What is our Pluto Polarity Point



What is the Ruler of the Sign?

Where is that Planet on your chart?
Write down House & Sign it is in

Then Write down the Gene Key and HD Center



The invitation is to look at each 
planet as “Why did my soul 

choose this for me in my 
evolution of this lifetime?  

What is the past story and how 
can I move out of cycles of

repetition?

Are there any other planets in 
relationship to Pluto or the 
Nodes

Is Pluto Retrograde?

Squares represent a potential 
for looking at something in a 
new way. 





How was the South Node used by the soul in a conscious egocentric way to actualize the desires of 
Pluto?

Polarity point… NN…is how the soul will actualize the polarity point

The Sun/Earth “Destiny Coat” of course one. How is your Soul wanting to actualize this path in this 
lifetime?

What Perception does your Soul Choose for looking at the world? Mercury

Next, we will look at How the MOON (Ego) is helping to Balance the Nodes

& How is Venus creating how we hear others in relationship to our needs and values.



The Decent of Inanna and Facing Ego & Moon

Your Law of Attraction & Your Dharma

The Venus Cycle
It takes 27 days, 7 hours, and 43 minutes for our Moon to 

complete one full orbit around Earth. This is called the 
sidereal month, and is measured by our Moon's position 

relative to distant “fixed” stars. However, it takes our Moon 
about 29.5 days to complete one cycle of phases

(from new Moon to new Moon).



The Moon is how you see yourself, it is the 
closet aspect to your conscious mind and the 
expression of your EGO (Directly Connected 
to Nodes)

90* The AC is an instinctual process, the coat 
of your Soul Ray how you instinctually 
project yourself, and how others see you

Connected to the Menstrual Cycle 

Planting Seasons

Rituals & Sacred Initiations, Celebrations 
and Ceremonies

When Inanna arrived at the outer gates of the underworld, 
She knocked loudly. She cried out in a fierce voice: 'Open the 
door, gatekeeper! Open the door, Neti! I alone would enter!' 
Neti, the chief gatekeeper of the kur, asked: 'Who are you?' 

She answered: 'I am Inanna, Queen of Heaven, On my way to 
the East.' Neti said: 'If you are truly Inanna, Queen of Heaven, 
On your way to the East, Why has your heart led you on the 

road From which no traveler returns?' 

“Inanna’s descent represents the supreme 
wisdom of the feminine journey – she goes 
down to the place of grief, accepting the 
mourning that inevitably goes with the loss of 
our illusions about someone, or indeed about 
ourselves.” Melanie Reinhart 



The moon will reflect to us the conscious identity of how we see ourselves personally, our ego. 

It is a monthly journey as we explore all 64 gates and shadow/light from every possible aspect and explore the theme of our 
karmic story. Each lunar cycle we circle the karmic wheel and have the ability to bring awareness to our story. This is every 
changing. Like the skin of the snake, we are always in cycles of death and rebirth in our life as we transitions through our 

years and grow through our experiences. 

Connected to the spiritual journey…. With Scorpio and Pisces. Trine to each other. 









Moon - Driving Force. What you 
are seeking emotional stability 
and your capacity to nurture 
yourself or the lack of. What you 
are striving for in order to feel 
emotionally heard/loved/received 
by others.

Your House and Sign Show you 
where you are learning to nurture 
yourself by going deeper into 
knowing yourself, learning to feel 
safe within yourself through the 
qualities of the sign and house 
your moon is in.



EGOATTRACTION

Dharma

MOON
Sign
House
Gate/Gene Key
HD Center

D. MOON
Sign
House
Gate/Gene Key
HD Center





Dharma =
D. Earth & D. Moon



The Moon is the fastest moving “planet”, so 
it follows that the Progressed Moon is the 
fastest moving progressed planet. Because 
the Progressed Moon moves at an 
approximate rate of 12 degrees per year, it 
passes through a zodiac sign for 
approximately 2-1/2 years.
These 2-1/2 year periods show us attitude 
shifts in our lives. The current sign of the 
Progressed Moon shows us the energies that 
we are drawn to at that point in time.
Because zodiac signs move from masculine 
to feminine to masculine, and so forth, every 
2-1/2 years (approximately), our energies 
tend to shift from outward to inward to 
outward again.



The Shamanic Cycle of Venus

This myth is story of the cycle of Venus in the sky from Morning Star to Evening Star.  Venus is the 
brightest light in our Night Sky and as we watch her journey, she disappears from view when she 

becomes conjunct with the Sun. 

This is a shamanic journey into the underworld.

One Sun Cycle of Venus is 584 Days (1.6 yr) Phi Ratio       One Cycle around the 12 Signs = 8yrs
She then spends approximately 260 days, or seven lunar cycles in the east before descending 

beneath the horizon for approximately 60 days where she forms an exterior conjunction with the 
sun.

This 60-day period when Venus is too close to the sun to be observed 
is likened to her being in the underworld.

She then rises in the west for another approximate 260 days or 7 lunar cycles before returning to the 
underworld for a short 0-20 days

This is the Death and Rebirth of Inanna





TRINITY
Galactic History Summation of Root Race Seedings

Seeding One
The 7D Earth Gaia:
Root Race 1- 7D Earth

Root Race 1 –Polarians
Root Race 2 – Hyperboreans – Antiparticle double to the 
Polarian Race
Seeding Two and Seeding Three
The 5D earth Tara and 3D Earth
Root Race 3 -Lemurians DNA STRAND 2
Root Race 4 - Atlantian DNA STRAND 3
Root Race 5 – Aryan DNA STRAND 4
Root Race 6 – Muvarian DNA STRAND 5
Root Race 7 – Paradisian/YunaSetis STRAND 6 ( Future 
Earth)

Your Pineal Gland is the Place of the Sacred Ointment. To Awaken 
(Buddha) and to See from Your Higher Self – Inner Mind – Third Eye



1. Aries/Taurus/Gemini

2. Cancer, Leo, Virgo

3. Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius

4. Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces

Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn

Gemini, Libra, Aquarius

Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces



WHAT ARE YOUR TRANSIT STORIES
Uranus Cycle 
Saturn Cycle
Pluto Cycle

Nodes

Progression of the Moon

Moon  Cycle

Sun and Earth is who your Soul wishes 
you to be. 

AC is Connected to Moon (90*)

Uranus is connected to Saturn
Pluto is connected to nodes

Mars is Lower Pluto
Moon is Lower Uranus



Pluto at Libra 11*

Uranus at Scorpio 7*

Uranus Square
Approx 21yrs

Uranus Opposition
approx. 43yrs



Saturn Opposition Approx. 14

Saturn Return  - Approx 28/29

Saturn Square Approx. 44

2nd Saturn Return 58-60

Etc.

Uranus Square – Approx 21

Pluto Square – Any time between 36-60

Uranus Opposition Approx 42-44

Chiron Return Approx 48/49

Lilith Return Approx every 9yrs. 

Uranus Return Approx 84


